One of the most significant problems which inhibits further developments in the areas of Knowledge Representation and Artificial Intelligence is a problem of semantic alignment or knowledge mapping. The progress in its solution will be greatly beneficial for further advances of information retrieval, ontology alignment, relevance calculation, text mining, natural language processing etc. In the paper the concept of multidimensional global knowledge map, elaborated through unsupervised extraction of dependencies from large documents corpus, is proposed. In addition, the problem of direct HumanKnowledge Representation System interface is addressed and a concept of adaptive decoder proposed for the purpose of interaction with previously described unified mapping model. In combination these two approaches are suggested as basis for a development of a new generation of knowledge representation systems.
Introduction
In society, the field of knowledge representation became more significant over last years [25] . People always made attempts to study and classify the knowledge about knowledge. We can find references from as early as Socrates in fifth century B.C. [33] to the flourishing of logic and epistemology [28] in middle ages. Since the problem was considered to be important in past, it is hard to overestimate its meaning during the era of information.
Modern technologies have endowed mankind with excessive floods of data which are difficult to systematise and process. For a person to become a specialist in a certain area it takes years of learning and requires a subsequent informational race to keep up with the latest professional trends.
It is a popular belief among knowledge engineers and data mining specialists that information available in open access is enough to extract truthful facts about virtually any aspect of our life and even predict future. The only problem to resolve is to intelligently process the information from multitude sources. [35] .
This factors demand new generation of knowledge representation systems to help mankind systematise, access and use its collective knowledge. In current paper we propose ideas for development of a new age Knowledge Representation System (KRS).
We believe that recent achievements in certain areas and sciences will soon lead to a tremendous breakthrough in the scope of human knowledge representation and human-computer interaction. This will open new horizons and greatly increase effectiveness of human work in many applications. The only thing that needs to be done is to bring these achievements together.
Ideal KRS should provide a user with a convenient access to all knowledge of mankind. Its elements therefore are: a human who wants to access some piece of knowledge he/she is interested in, a data storage, and the intermediary system to provide interface for a human to access knowledge. The obstacles which arise here are caused by limitations of human abilities and current technological level.
Data storage

State of the art
Knowledge representation system requires data storage unless it is able to retrieve necessary documents from external sources in real time. We can outline two winning approaches for an ideal KRS of nowadays: structured manually managed global knowledge storages such as ontologies and systems involving automated indexing and retrieval of most full and accessible raw documents collection (World Wide Web) such as search engines. The problem of the first approach is in its manual nature -any attempts to create and maintain the global human knowledge base will result in compromise between the detail, actuality and usability. Notwithstanding there are multiple successful upper-ontology projects such as Cyc [23] , WordNet [12] , DnS, SUMO etc and ongoing theoretical discussions as long as research aimed to elaborate a standardised unified global ontology under the names of SUO (Standard Upper Ontology) [27] , UFO (Unified Framework Ontology) etc. The second approach became historically prevalent due to WWW being the largest, comprehensive and up-to-date corpus of data available for automated processing nowadays. However in contrast to first approach, the problems of automated information retrieval play a significant role here. The problems of text understanding and natural language processing are one of the most challenging in AI and nevertheless still remain without efficient solution. Adjacent are the problems of classification and relevance calculation, the so-called 'web clustering' problem [1] . The second approach (automated indexing) therefore has major lacks in the accuracy of retrieval.
There are ongoing efforts on bringing improvements to the abovementioned approaches in order to overcome these problems. For example, along with unified base ontology projects (SUO, BULO) there are certain attempts to develop ontology alignment and ontology mapping techniques in order to bring existent ontologies together with each other and with other kinds of knowledge bases [5, 17] . It is often proposed to decrease the shortcomings of manual administration in case of ontologies by the means of automated information retrieval (search engine technologies). From the other side, improved hypertext standards are being developed in order to make possible to manually specify information to assist search engines understand the commonsense meaning of the WWW documents and hyperlinks between them [24]. It is necessary to understand that these hybrid solutions carry the shortcomings of corresponding techniques along with advantages.
One shortcoming unites these approaches and makes impossible their integration: there is no standard of mapping and establishing relations between documents and concepts in different systems. The problem would be resolved in case one of the systems with fixed mathematically interpretable hierarchy such as ontologies overcomes the existing approach (WWW). However this seems unlikely due to abovementioned reasons. Independent intermediary standard is a potential solution to this problem. There are multiple initiatives on direction of linking and reciprocal mapping of knowledge bases of different types among which there is an area of ontology mapping. The initiatives have one common shortcoming: no single standard of mapping and establishing relations between documents. Subsequently, none of them is likely to become a widely recognized standard unless a more sustainable solution is developed.
The concept of a Global Knowledge Map (GKM)
We believe it is possible to elaborate a single standard for knowledge mapping by building a logical space with the purpose of projection of real world knowledge concepts. Such model (let us call it Global Knowledge Map) should reflect level of similarity of documents and concepts mapped onto it. Main purpose of the model is:
• Alignment and cross-mapping of documents and concepts (WWW, ontologies, e-libraries, directories etc) • Information retrieval through browsing • Precise automated calculation of commonsense relevance GKM therefore requires a mathematical/logical model of the knowledge storage with a specific condition: being optimal for the task of knowledge representation i.e. interaction with human. For the fulfillment of this condition the model must reflect in its dimensionality or in its structure the structure of the human knowledge.
The requirements therefore are:
Dimensionality and mapping.
The main factor for the dimensionality is the meaning (or a topic).
1.
Each concept of the human knowledge may be mapped onto a point with a specific coordinates in the system space.
2.
Each document or text may be mapped onto a number of points (document is divided into memes -meaningful pieces) or one point. Relevance calculation.
1.
It is possible mathematically to calculate relevance between two concepts by calculating the distance between their corresponding projection points in the space.
2.
It is therefore possible to calculate 'similarity' between documents and concepts by calculating the distance between their mappings.
Homogeneity of the space.
1.
The space is uniform (homogenous) and continuous 2.
Coordinates reflect the meaning and the distances between the points reflect the difference in meaning so that if the point C is situated between A and B then it means concept C is related to both A and B equally.
3.
It is possible to 'browse' the space finding the knowledge sources mapped to the neighboring areas. Building a mathematical model of such space enables the development of Global Knowledge Map. It is not worthwhile trying to elaborate such a model (GKM) in a manual way due to abovementioned reasons of information growth and continual change in human understanding of the world. We believe it is possible to extract dependencies and rules from available corpuses of texts and use these as processors for our mapping purposes.
The corner stone of our assumptions is that it is generally possible to map various human knowledge subjects onto single space and the distances within the dimensionality of the latter reflect a level of similarity between given subjects. This assumption is based on Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma (2.1) Given 0 < ε < 1, a set X of m points in RN, and a number n > 8 ln(m) / ε 2 , there is a linear map ƒ : RN → Rn such that
stating that a set of n points in high dimensional Euclidian space can be mapped down to an N dimensional Euclidian space such that the distance between any two points changes by only a factor (1 ) [7] . The Vector Space Model commonly used in Information Retrieval and Text Categorization represents documents as high dimensional vectors [31]. These vectors contain certain level (depending on a metric function chosen) of information which is enough to classify the subject of the original document. The Tychonoff's theorem [26] states that points, representing the properties of objects of one class, should be situated closer to each other in the property space than to points representing the properties of objects of other classes. In our task this means the original vector space of n texts may be projected onto fixed N-dimensional space and using an appropriate algorithm for data compression / dimensionality reduction due to the theorem of compactness [22] the mapping will be achieved where the distances between points represent the relevance of the corresponding documents. Factors which affect the precision of the mapping:
• representativeness of the metric function and the size of the feature space • size, dispersity and quality of the documents corpus Provided the theory is applicable in current conditions it remains to be found which techniques shall be used to elaborate the mapping. We propose to focus on automatic means due to many complications making manual expert-based mapping inapplicable.
Automatic GKM generation through unsupervised extraction (hypothesis)
In order to be useful GKM should contain mappings of significant number of real word (WWW) documents and in its structure represent the common human understanding of the world. It is not worthwhile therefore to consider any manual ways of creation of GKM and filling it with document mappings. The data mining principles should be used to extract dependencies representing the knowledge from the existent corpus of documents available for computer processing and filter out unnecessary data.
There have been numerous attempts for unsupervised extraction of dependencies in texts however it is still a doubtful question whether any technique is capable to provide a sustainable knowledge extraction through the analysis of large documents collection [10, 11, 21, 30 ]. Let's divide the factors which generally affect the contents of the documents into three categories: 1.
Authors personal factors (feelings and motives to create the text, physical and moral states during the thinking and writing) 2.
Language (the rules etc of the language used to write the document) 3.
Knowledge (certain parts of human knowledge author transmits directly or implicitly through the document) Let's presume it is possible to process all available text documents of human authors and extract all the dependency rules. In this case the influence of factor 1 will be minimal. The influence of factor 2 is not of much importance due to the following: a) documents in multiple languages might be indexed, therefore reciprocally reducing the influence b) the language itself reflects human knowledge [18] ; so to a certain extent the factor 2 is a subfactor of 3 and even the extraction of their mixture represents a satisfactory achievement It is theoretically possible then to extract info mostly corresponding to the human knowledge exposed through the available documents. This info transformed to the mapping space will hypothetically provide us with sustainable GKM.
Implementation (experiment)
In the space built each document should be mapped to single coordinate. The 'browsing' of the space or distances comparison should reveal that situation of documents or their clusters reflect their relevance and that it is possible to assign certain topic names to specific coordinates in the space.
Our experiments of using 2 and 3 dimensional Kohonen SOM with a local collection of documents reveal that the distances between projections of documents are not stable throughout the series of launches. This in our opinion is the evidence of the fact that dimensionality of the map is insufficient which conforms to Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma mentioned above.
Unfortunately it is impossible to carry out the experiment with a proper dimensionality. For example, according to Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma, to map 20,000 documents allowing 10% error it will require 58 dimensions. This requires calculations which are above modern computers' capacity (if doing real-time calculation).
The important thing to mention here is that, while Lemma gives a maximum dimensionality of the mapping space allowing to fulfill the condition of single projection, it is not necessary the minimal effective value. Lemma gives a value for a set of n points i.e. for the worst case, which is not likely to appear in practice. The methods for dimensionality detection should be used to calculate an effective dimensionality of data and therefore determine the correct number of dimensions for the mapping of particular data set. There are known techniques for this, which come from the background of surface reconstruction. One of the latest is the work by S. Cheng, Y. Wang and Z. Wu [4] where dimension detection method through Principal Component Analysis [8] is presented. Thus, the intrinsic dimensionality of data may be extracted. As this value in practice is lower than maximal dimensionality necessary for the projection of the same number of documents in a worst-case theoretical case, this gives a significant reduce in calculation time. Alternatively for the same purpose we can consider the methods based on iterative evaluations. The purpose of dimensionality reduction in our case is to establish an effective mapping where the commonsense similarity between informational sources is expressed through Euclidian distance between projection points. Taking any dimensionality reduction technique based on random selection from the input data set (such as Principal Component Analysis, Self Organising Maps, Sammon reconstruction or triangulation), in case when output dimensionality is less than appropriate, the projections will be unstable and with each recalculation the mapping will be different and the distances between projections will not preserve. We can also assume that when the effective dimensionality of the input manifold is used for the mapping, the distances will preserve with a certain degree of freedom depending on dimensionality reduction method used. An alternative solution therefore is a random selection dimensionality reduction technique combined with incremental dimensionality parallel evaluation of the mapping. Consider, for example, the technique of growing SOMs described in [19, 32] . Aimed to reduce calculation time, the number of nodes is increased dynamically with new nodes being uniformly distributed among the old ones and their weights vectors being set to the means of the neighbouring original weights vectors. Same technique applied to dimensionality (D) would give an opportunity to evaluate each D step by step. Evaluation criteria would be stabilisation of distances between projections. For this purpose two or more self-organising maps may be run in parallel with pairwise distances between certain projections being compared on each iteration. Under iteration here we understand the stage when the dimensionality of the SOM was increased and the network was consequently stabilized with new parameters.
Summarizing the abovementioned we propose the following model for the experimental evaluation of the better approach for establishing the Global Knowledge Map from the collection of text documents.
• The dataset: vector space model to be used (each document represented as vector with features as dimensions and features' ranks as coordinates in corresponding dimensions).
• Feature selection function: mosteffective to be defined.
• Vector size: to be established empirically.
Data processing and storage.
A dimensionality reduction technique should be used for the mapping. There are two possible
'incremental dimensionality evaluation approach' with few mappings being run in parallelonly methods with random selection of the input data may be used.
Inputs: documents' feature vectors. Outputs: GKM coordinates. Evaluation: 1) Commonsense evaluation of correspondence between initial documents and Euclidian distances of their mapping projections.
2) Stabilization of these pairwise distances between projections through different launches in case random selection technique is used.
Interface
Ideal knowledge representation interface
The interface part of Knowledge Representation System is important when the ideal system is discussed. Both tasks of receiving requests from users and transmitting knowledge back to them are of equal importance with the tasks of data structuring and storage. In current paper we discuss the ways towards Knowledge Representation Systems of a new generation and therefore the issue of interaction is overviewed in order to establish whether it is possible to provide an idealistic interface by the means of a modern technology.
The interfaces that are used to support interaction of a human user with modern knowledge representation and information retrieval systems are mainly of 'indexing' type, i.e. users have to know exactly what they are looking for and they also have to specify it linguistically. A common example of such interface is a search engine. As we have mentioned above, search engine and the corpus of WWW documents is the most complete and up-to-date knowledge representation system available nowadays, this being the reason of their popularity. At the same time it is known that the 'indexing' interface is not natural to use for humans but it is the only alternative as 'browsing' approaches are being established very poorly [16] . The reason for that is the problem of knowledge mapping and alignment, which doesn't allow automated classification and representation of documents according to their subjects. However, with the problem of unified knowledge mapping space being resolved, new possibilities appear for the construction of improved, more natural interfaces of 'browsing' type.
High dimensionality and visualisation
Having mentioned that the resulting global mapping space is likely to be n-dimensional where n is high it is necessary to resolve the problem of visual representation. It is possible for humans to imagine 3D space, therefore, the optimal ways of nD->3D representation are to be evaluated. Dimensionality reduction techniques or multiple representation approach via interface might be used.
It is important that with the help of the unified knowledge mapping space the error is minimized during the calculation of relevance between documents, and, moreover, the retrieval of relevant documents even from other systems becomes a trivial task. For the end user this means once the system has located the topic he/she is interested in, it will never lead user to irrelevant documents.
Information request chain
When the tasks of subjects mapping and location, relevance calculation and knowledge space browsing are resolved the most important task which remains to resolve is the problem of an initial request. In state-of-the-art information retrieval systems the following processes are usually being involved when information is requested:
Human part: 1) Imagination -> 2) formation of linguistic constructions -> 3) manual keyboard input (voice input) -> Machine part: 4) linguistic decoding -> 5) matching and location -> 6) visualization of matching documents
The chain is long and it is obvious that data loss and corruption is being significant due to double linguistic encoding and decoding. Firstly, user has to formulate the cognitive images into short linguistic sentence. Secondly, system has to decode the sentence in order to understand the subject of user's interest. The described chain of initial request causes dissatisfaction of users of modern search engines due to inability of the system to 'understand' the request resulting in tremendous time loss of the end user. The degree of these retrieval errors and inconveniences caused by interface limitation is significant and will greatly minimize the effect of more precise retrieval and location of documents introduced by the unified mapping.
It is therefore necessary to consider, theoretically at least, the possibility of creation of an ideal short-chain human <-> Knowledge Representation System interaction with units causing data loss being eliminated:
Human part: 1) Imagination -> [ request being passed through direct human brain -GKM coordinates converter ] -> 2) matching and location -> 3) visualization of matching documents
We overview the latest achievements in the area of Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) for this purpose.
Brain-Computer Interfaces
The research on BCI has been going on for more than 30 years and the area is still very young and develops rapidly. Up to a recent moment most significant advances in the area have been made into artificial limb control i.e. motoring functions of the brain [3] and the interpretation and processing of visual signals. These achievements have been verified during multiple experiments involving animal and human subjects. Researchers report successful integration of mechanical or electronic devices when animals or humans learn to control the device with the help of their brain; others report successful transfer and decoding of visual signals [15, 20] .
Brain-computer interfaces studies are closely related to the area of functional neuroimaging, where various technologies have been developed to effectively record the states of person's brain through certain physical characteristics. Most productive from the point of view of BCI is a recent neuroimaging technique called Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) [6, 13] . This technique allows to record the dynamics of blood flow in different brain areas over time and with a high precision. This consequently allows to establish connections between patterns of activation of various brain areas and certain activities and cognitive processes of the human. It is important that this technique, unlike many alternatives, is non-invasive and doesn't involve injections. It is necessary to note however that the fMRI hardware nowadays is still very expensive and cumbrous.
It is significant that experiments show that brain adapts to new conditions. For example, when motoring impulses were used to control a mechanic manipulator or a computer mouse cursor, brain was able to gradually differentiate and learn to control manipulator separately from artificial limb. Lebedev mentions the effect of 'brain plasticity' which potentially allows to incorporate artificial devices into the body representation. [20] Recent publications in the field of neuroimaging further still discuss the opportunity of detecting the cognitive states [15] . This stipulates the focusing of our attention on the possibility of application of BCI in human-KRS interaction.
It is known that different cognitive states linked with certain real world objects correspond to certain patterns of brain areas activation. Decoding these patterns allows to understand which superimposed oriented stimuli a person is currently attending (where their attention is directed) or in case with visual objects to identify which class of objects the person is imaging (i.e. faces, buildings, furniture) and even the objects' colour and orientation. [15] These processes are complex and far from being understood at the moment. Further studies shall reveal how low-order and high-order brain signals correlate with certain cognitive functions; how the spatial characteristics of the patterns change over time and under various influences; to which extent it is possible to extrapolate the activation patterns of diverse subjects; etc. It is believed however that precise knowledge of 'computations' performed in human brain is not crucial for the construction of relevant BCIs.
[20] Common data mining techniques may be applied to extract useful information from various neuroimaging sensors and establish connections with certain cognitive states. There are though important issues which can seriously affect the success of appliance of BCI in the area of knowledge representation. Two minor problems are generalization across time and the problem of different instances of the same mental state. It is known that brain areas activation patterns of the same mental states may differ over time. Different instances of the same mental state may give modified images as well, depending on contextual variations and other factors. [15] This requires flexible spatial resampling and classification algorithms to be used as suggested by Haynes and Rees. We believe these problems will be resolved upon development of effective techniques.
More dubious question is the problem of extrapolation to novel cognitive states. Haynes and Rees note that the number of possible perceptual or cognitive states is infinite, whereas the number of training categories is necessarily limited. [15] It is crucial therefore that decoder could be trained to generalize experience obtained from small training set to completely new categories. It would be possible by the means of extrapolation if brain activation patterns are actually arranged in some systematic parametric space. This remains to be found, however, it is believed it is possible at least for some types of mental content [15] . In case abstract shape space for the classification of neural patterns indeed exists it would allow us to theorize on the possibilities of mapping of human brain cognitive states onto Global Knowledge Map described earlier in this paper. Provided this is achieved, the abovementioned "problem of initial request" will be resolved and "ideal human <-> KRS" chain will be possible to establish.
Learnable Decoder
As now it is known thanks to the latest achievements of brain imaging that it is possible to distinguish the activation of different brain areas when the person is thinking about different subjects we may presume that it is possible to create a learnable decoder to map human initiated cognitive states onto knowledge map of a Knowledge Representation System. Therefore an ideal way of humancomputer interaction might be established allowing a tremendous speed and precision of communication with a system. There will be less data loss due to elimination of linguistic stage of interaction. The speed and effectiveness of interaction will increase consequently. These two factors will allow people of various professions to increase the effectiveness of their work significantly. From [6, 15] we know that there are certain regularities of location of brain impulses and the subjects of knowledge, which are common for all humans; we can call these features anthropogenic. However it is known that majority of these links ought to be individualistic. Therefore the decoder must be individually adaptive.
It is also obvious that the efficiency of the decoder will depend on individuals and their training with it and ability to learn. We can presume this from the experiments with artificial interfaces being used to replace lost limbs. Humans and animals were able to concentrate mentally in a special way to move an artificial manipulator and even learn to control the real limb and artificial one separately [20] . Considering the abovementioned we believe that an artificial neural network -based mechanism is the best solution of a decoder problem. Decoder's learning process 1) The point with random coordinates in the multidimensional space of GKM is selected. 2) Multiple documents having their mappings in the neighboring area (Euclidian metric is being used) are selected and displayed to a human operator. 3) Operator concentrates his/her mind to cognitively attend the given topic and related objects in the memory. 4) The neuroimaging data is being collected by fMRI hardware over a specific period of time.
5) The data is processed through a spatial resampling and noise reduction algorithm aimed to extract informative patterns characterizing the current iteration of training. 6) Prepared data are fetched to the inputs of the neural network. The GKM coordinates of a selected point are fetched to the outputs therefore training the neural network to associate specific brain activation patterns with GKM coordinates.
In such way an individualistic decoder may be trained not only for human <-> KRS interaction but basically human <-> any mechanism interaction. It is known [6, 14] that, there are certain anthropogenic regularities of brain mapping, i.e. in our case it is possible to generalize the linkage of neuroimaging patterns with GKM coordinates over different operators. To make use of it, special 'anthropogenically pre-trained' neural nets may be used. These basic networks are to be prepared through massive collective learning of the same decoder involving a big number of human operators. This will significantly reduce the training time compared to randomly initiated neural network. It might likely occur that it is worthwhile to create different pre-trained decoders for people from different cultural/social/educational clusters. It also remains to be found of how much use the decoder is going to be for immediate use without individual training. It can be presumed that most likely the research and development as well as training of specific decoder models shall be divided into two branches: general/universal that extracts and peruses the patterns typical to all human operators; individual which is focused on extracting and identifying patterns specific to current individual operator, for the benefit of serious improvement in detection and control accuracy. The latter to be aimed at as quick as possible initial training as well as refinement through continuous interaction during normal works process.
Conclusions
In this paper we have aimed to pursue a target-oriented approach to the problem of research and development of the next generation Knowledge Representation Systems. As a result, innovative concepts have been proposed for both data storage and interface parts of an idealistic KRS.
The concept of the Global Knowledge Map is an idea of multidimensional homogeneous mapping space as an addressing mechanism enabling easy information retrieval and relevance calculation for the information units stored in heterogeneous data warehouses such as WWW, ontologies etc. There have been multiple works on this issue trying to elaborate both visual and semantic mappings of massive documents collections as described in corresponding surveys [2, 9, 29, 34] . However no single concept has found wide application until now. The reasons we believe, along with calculation and implementation difficulties, have roots in the shortcomings of the proposed models. Most mapping models use 2D or 3D space whereas there are theoretical grounds mentioned in this paper which allow us to argue that low dimensional space mapping is not appropriate for real word application. Consequently, here we propose a concept of self-organising multidimensional Global Knowledge Map. The means for automated construction of such unified mapping space are proposed employing the principles of unsupervised extraction and dimensionality reduction techniques. A model for experimental evaluation of described system is proposed.
A possibility of direct human -KRS interface scheme have been concurrently studied. It was revealed that the current stage at which the area of Brain Computer Interfaces potentially allows the construction of such direct chain from the point of view of information request. A concept of learnable decoder applying neuroimaging hardware and neural network based converter is proposed. There are vast possibilities of application of such technology for immediate benefit and further research in the fields of research, communication, knowledge representation and information retrieval (from patent search type tasks to new generation search engines replacing current cumbersome keyword search approach), all sorts of brain controlled computer systems and even digital telepathy as it only remains to pass a unique vector space address (or link) to other person's fMRI transmitter to make the transfer of images and thoughts possible.
The issue of psychological concerns, individual and social impact that might be caused by the technologies proposed was not examined. It is obvious that certain approaches such as brain computer interfaces might, when implemented, violate individual privacy and cause unexpected aftereffects. Therefore this is a subject for careful study by researchers in corresponding fields.
There are multiple assumptions and blank spots in the model described. Undoubtedly it must be evaluated through experiments, elaborated and improved with appropriate techniques. This will demand collaborative research and development involving researchers and organisations of various fields. Moreover, there are certain technology barriers to overcome in order to build a described system. Such as: calculation complexity in the case of unsupervised knowledge mapping; a matter of low accessibility and portability of neuroimaging hardware in the case of neuroimagingglobal mapping decoder. Nevertheless we believe the ideas presented would be beneficial for researchers working towards elaboration of knowledge representation systems of the next generation.
